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Horde leveling guide 3.3.5 warmane

April 7, 2016 Hello guys, Gio here again with an equalization guide. Today I'm going to explain the best areas to level out for the horde. I know I said I was going to write one a while ago, but the thing is, I actually had to experiment with a horde character before I could write this guide. Now that it's out of the way, let's get to the rules! 1. Vote twice a day, save your points, never
use them on no lvl req. leveling items. 2. When you hit the level the guide tells you to get to in a specific zone, drop all your missions there and move on. 3.Go to the coach at the following levels: 6, 10, 15, 25, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80. 4. Be sure to run at all times, kill all that has experience. On the way to a mission place? Run there and kill everything in your way! No mercy! 5. Download
addon Quest Helper or Carbonite, they put arrows on the screen pointing you to the place where all the search items /npcs are. 6. Don't kill any Alliance or I'll find you! :mad: 7. Don't follow rule #6, it was a joke. If you follow these rules, equalization to 80 should be easy! Now time for the guide! LEVELS 1-10 All starting areas provide enough missions to go from levels 1-10. Trolls
&amp; Orcs: Durotar Undead: Trisfal Glades Tauren: Mulgore Blood Elves: Eversong Woods LEVELS 10-20 On my alliance guide, I asked everyone to go to Westfall at level 10, since the trip is not time-consuming. Since the horde is more spread out, I want to send each race to a specific place. Trolls &amp; Orcs: The Barrens Undead: Silverpine Forest Tauren: The Barrens
Blood Elves: Ghostlands LEVELS 20-30 Now there are 2 options. You can either head to the Stonetalon Mountains or visit Ashenvale Forest. Both will provide quick equalization. If you seem to have trouble finding missions by level 25, you can always go to Thousand Needles as I did. LEVELS 30-40 Here are the mission locations plentiful! Go to one of these areas. Choose any of
them. Arathi Highlands: Some missions, great xp, get from 30-35 here easily, maybe higher if you look for the missions. If you can't get to 40, move on to one of the other places. Desolace: Great place for some quick missions. Getting from 30-40 here is difficult, so I would recommend going to one of the other listed areas of 35. Alterac Mountains: There are few missions scattered
around this map. Enough for 3-5 levels. Go here if you want to level out in peace, as no one comes here. Stranglethorn Vale: Alliance fears STV. It should be horde territory. On my Alliance guide I recommend not to come here, but on this horde guide, go for it! Get from 30-40 without any problem at all. (Unless you are on frostwolf, according to some players allied gank stv on
frostwolf.) LEVELS 40-45 There are 3 areas that I recommend for leveling at this point. All 3 are fast and easy. It's just a choice of preferences. Hinterlands: Quick easy missions. No Here. Maybe an Ally or 2, but nothing to push you away from leveling here. Feralas: Equalization here is easy. If you can't find a place to search only the head of one of the other areas. Tanaris: Once
again, a place that Alliance players avoid, far to many hordes for us. Enjoy the free honor while you're here! :D LEVELS 45-50 Now before you start searching here I want you to go to Azshara and get this quest. Run and get the tablets then back to the girl who gave the quest. She will give you 4 more missions, You need to talk to an NPC in Thunderbluff, Orgrimmar, Undercity and
A just north of her in Azshara, to get to Archmage just talk to the guy at coordinates 28.50 and he will teleport you to the top of the mountain where Archmage is hidden. After delivering everything to these people they will tell you to go back to the girl, this mission provides a ton of xp, and if you do not get to level 50 from this head to Searing Gorge. LEVELS 50-58 This is where
questing gets annoying! But just go to some of these areas and you get there. Burning Stepper: Simple missions. Usually an alliance to fight. I didn't book here just because of the competition. Not as much as Winterspring, but still... Western Plaguelands: I didn't see anyone else here, the quest was a breeze. No one got in my way. Winterspring: Tons of competition here. I
recommend doing as much as you can in the other areas before you go here. LEVELS 58-65 Let's go ahead and look up the Outlands now. Hellfire Peninsula is the place to be. Tons of simple missions. Enjoy the easy leveling here. There may be some Alliance players running around. Kill them or avoid them, it's up to you. LEVELS 65-70 First off, get a level 70+ friend to help you
with The Ring of Blood quest. It should get you 2 or 3 levels so just the quest in Zangarmarsh or Nagrand to 70. You may want to go to your coach when you hit level 70. LEVELS 70-77 Time for some Northrend! If you don't know how to get there, see the bottom of this guide. Go to Borean Tundra and get every mission! Equalisation here is annoying because of all the competition.
Just focus on the missions and you'll be all right! LEVELS 77-80 Head to Dalaran and get Coldweather Flying. Once you have that fly down to the Sholazar Basin for some quick smoothing. The competition here can slow you down, but don't get discouraged! Just get on with it! Only 3 levels to go! Congratulations, you are now Level 80! Pretty simple, right? Now it's time to get
gears! Good luck and have fun! Thank you for reading. Adios :D HOW TO GET TO NORTHREND Head to Orgrimmar and run to the front, looking out in front of Orgrimmar looking to the right, you should see a zeppelin tower. Go over there. Make sure you talk to the goblins in front of the zeppelin dock to make sure it's the Borean Tundra zeppelin and not the Thunderbluff one.
P.S. Guys I realize that there is already an equalization guide for horde characters, that is for equalization as well as training skills to get good gold. It's a good guide, but I'm writing this one for just a right-to-the-point equalization guide. My guide comes right to it, I'm not here to tell you how to get a ton of gold. After completing all the search on this guide you will end up with around
5k gold, use it wisely. Thank you for reading! April 20, 2016 I'm actually level 80 from the start when I make my char? Why is it? April 20, 2016 You are at Lordaeron PTR (test kingdom), not at Lordaeron. April 23, 2016 just started paying tribute at lorderon. vandead and went to silverpine forest around level 12. This was a mistake that mobs were quite difficult to solo and had to
group sometimes, and also it didn't take me to 20, which is why I had to go to the barrens. Have I done anything wrong? lol May 3, 2016 Feed this guide is all wrong example inland is for 45+ and you can not get xp as fast as u say in it. It looks like its for 7x kingdoms and its on lordareon lvling guide,lordareon is 1x kingdom 19 May 2016 August 5, 2016 worst guide This is the first
time for me to join wow. Ive never played before and I had no idea where to go ... at least for me this guide was very useful. I only used it when I got stuck thow.. and did not know where to go. Good job mate, thanks August 26, 2016 really useful LEVELS 45-50 Now before you start searching here I want you to go to Azshara and get. Run and get the tablets then back to the girl
who gave the quest. She will give you 4 more missions, You need to talk to an NPC in Thunderbluff, Orgrimmar, Undercity and A just north of her in Azshara, to get to Archmage just talk to the guy at coordinates 28.50 and he will teleport you to the top of the mountain where Archmage is hidden. After delivering everything to these people they will tell you to go back to the girl, this
mission provides a ton of xp, and if you do not get to level 50 from this head to Searing Gorge. what gets? from where? :D October 15, 2016 **** ing **** not guide better go to wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Zones_by_level_(original) January 5, 2017 LEVELS 45-50 Now before you start searching here I want you to go to Azshara and get . Run and get the tablets then back to the girl who
gave the quest. She will give you 4 more missions, You need to talk to an NPC in Thunderbluff, Orgrimmar, Undercity and A just north of her in Azshara, to get to Archmage just talk to the guy at coordinates 28.50 and he will teleport you to the top of the mountain where Archmage is hidden. After delivering everything to these people they will tell you to go back to the girl, this
mission provides a ton of xp, and if you do not get to level 50 from this head to Searing Gorge. The mission you're looking for is called, Stealing Knowledge. And you'll get it from Jediga, from here 15, 2017 Don't f*cking go to Tanaris. A lot of Alliance here and some high-level players kill the flight master here, so you're better at the other two. February 15, 2017 March 4, 2017 45-50
section definitely isn't worth it lol I tried it to see how it would work and I got to about halfway to 49 after turning all the missions in. I would suggest staying in Tenaris or any of the other areas instead. September 8, 2017 You realize that this guide was actually made back when this server was melted (20x), right? It's pretty much outdated. December 12, 2017 Just arrived in
Hinterlands (Horde) level 40. There's literally no mission I can pick up. Everything is grey because I'm too low to accept. Some things: This guide is for use on Warmane only. Remission must be given by me (Kentuckykid220) for it to be used elsewhere. Please don't tear or steal my work! Before proceeding: SET STORMWIND AS YOUR FIREPLACE SPAWN! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ LEVEL 1-10 (Novice Zones) Pretty straight forward. 1-10 Is not difficult at all therefore a guide is absolutely not necessary! You shouldn't be in class position, so now we should move on. Free download Rotation Bot For WoW 3.3.5 TIP: Leave the starting zone at around level 5 and continue. A man would leave Northshire at
level 5 and continue to take the missions in Goldshire! LEVEL 10-20 Recommended: Westfall (10-20) Side-Zone: Loch Modan (10-20) I prefer Westfall over EVERY other zone because it has such an exciting history and I wish the zone was from 10-30! To the point zone is packed with missions. I recommend avoiding the quest where you have to collect food from different
creatures (No not goretusk liver pie) because it is useless! TIP: At level 15 you will unlock the dungeon fins. Currently The Seeker bit of this invention is bugged, but it will teleport you to a dungeon with a group of 5 people. Type /WHO on your keyboard and invite 5 people to the party within the level range. Once in the dungeon watch exp fill up your bar! HOT GOLD TIP: Aquire
Mining. It's a great profession and can bring in a lot of money. Westfall is packed with ore... ore = cash! LEVEL 20-30 Recommended: Duskwood (20-30) Side-Zone: Wetlands (20-30) I suggest you go to Duskwood because it's right next to Westfall. Again, it's great for Mining. I think the zone is pretty boring, but hey.. at least it is packed with juicy missions. TIP: FROM LVL 30+
YOU WILL ENCOUNTER HORDE IN YOUR ZONES! BE PREPARED. LEVEL 30-35/40 Recommended: Stranglethorn Vale (STV) (30-45) Side-Zone: Arathi Highlands (30-40) Now STV is a large lush forest waterfront zone powered by Goblins. The missions are really big, but unfortunately this zone is a strong PVP area. You're likely to run into horde. EQUALIZATION FROM
should not be much of problem because it is not far into the jungle. But the 35-45 equalisation will take place around the higher end of STV closer to the horde. I always go from 30-40 ... sometimes I meet horde and get lucky. I recommended it because from here on all zones will be PVP, PVP, PVP! Take all missions. Try to avoid any of your boss's missions. Stay as far from the
horde camps as possible and try to bring a level 80 with you. Free download Rotation Bot For WoW 3.3.5 LEVEL 40-50 Recommended: Tanaris (40-50) Side-Zone: Nothing compares to Tanaris. Like Westfall, this is also one of my favorite zones. Why? Missions are fun and bring in a lot of exp. REMEMBER TO FORM GROUPS AND USE DUNGEON FINDER! This zone has a
juicy sexy dungeon with sexy exp and great loot! NOTE: The zone is located in Kalimdor. Use your flight paths from Rachet to get there. WARNING: Don't be much of a stranger to PVP. The horde rests here. But don't worry. Most of the time some level 80 alliances are farming horde.. atleast on my server (Deathwing). LEVEL 50-55 Recommended zone: Ungoro Crater (50-55)
Side zone: Silithus (55-58) Right front Tanaris. You can find horde here, but not so much as STV or TAN. The missions here go thin at around level 55 unfortunately, so that's why I recommend picking every single quest. This zone is quite boring ... a lot of grinding that is boring. good luck. TIP: Use dungeon finder and form a group manually in tough times! LEVEL 55-58
Recommended: Silithus (55-58) Side zone: Ungoro (55-58) [Do not recommend that the mission line of UGC go thin at level 55+ Silithus should NOT take long. This is your last zone before you move into TBC zones. The amount of horde here is the minimum. Some missions should get you to 58! ---------------------LEVEL 58...TORN!------------------------------------------------------- LEVEL 5862 Zone: Hellfire (58-62) Fireplace to Stormwind and repair all equipment. DO NOT BUY ANYTHING NEW because many of the mission rewards in Hellfire are very good. Head to the mage district and walk up the big tower and enter the portal of Blasted Lands Once in the BL accepts the quest from Draenei and jumps through the Dark Portal Welcome to Hellfire. The population
of Horde: Minimal! Go to Honor Hold and accept all missions. Save money because at level 60 there is a requirement that you buy Flying and a Flying Mount from the trainer! TIP: I hear dungeons are pretty good at this time of year... oh shutup.. you know what I'm talking about! ------------------------------------------------ LEVEL 62-64 Zone: Terokkar Forest ( Level 62-64) Base drill. Collect
all juicy missions. You will be finished in no time. Not much information is needed as it is the same drill. ------------------------------------------------ LEVEL 64-68 Zone: Nagrand (64-68) Basic drill. Collect all juicy missions. You will be finished in no time. Not much information is needed as same drill. Remember to accept the quest THE RING OF BLOOD for a simple two levels! TIP:
Complete all missions outside the city. Free download Rotation Bot For WoW 3.3.5 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ NORTHREND -LEVEL 68-70 ZONE- Getting there: Head to Stormwind piers, take the longest boat to the east. You will be on Valiance Keep. Overview: Northrend is one of my (I, Kentuckykid220) favorites. Such a great zone
of graphics, peaceful music and wonderfull design! It ends here. ZONE LIST: Howling Fjord (68 ÔÇô 72) Borean Tundra (68 ÔÇô 72) Dragonblight (71 ÔÇô 74) Grizzly Hills (73 ÔÇô 75) Zul'Drak (74 ÔÇô 77) Sholazar Basin (76 76 1999) Sholazar Basin (76 1999)ÔÇô 78) Stormtroopers (77 ÔÇô 80) Crystal Song Forest (77 ÔÇô 80) Hrothgar's Landing (77 ÔÇô 80) Leather (77
ÔÇô 80) Wintergrasp (Outdoor PvP, 75+ to participate, 78+ for weekly missions) ZONE MAP: Now you'll be on Valliance Keep. If you look at your world map, you see yours in borean tundra. Now look at the map I've connected and follow it. Using the zone list given levels 68-80 is basically a do it yourself. I'll layout the zones (In order) from where to go and some notes. Don't worry
too much about the horde. 1) Borean Tundra (68 ÔÇô 72) It's quest-tacular! 2) Dragonblight (71 ÔÇô 73) REALLY TERRIBLE ZONE! ESCAPE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE! 3) Grizzly Hills (73 ÔÇô 75) Beauty + Packed with mission = WoW! 4) Zul'Drak (75 ÔÇô 77) Kinda as Duskwood again. 5) Storm Peaks (77 ÔÇô 80) OR Crystalsong Forest (77 ÔÇô 80) Now you really don't
need much of a guide for Northrend as Blizzard has made it so easy already. I hope you liked my guide. Now I suggest reading a gear guide. It's just my first guide. Thanks. Remember! IT'S ALWAYS FASTER WITH TWO PLAYERS! Free download Rotation Bot For WoW 3.3.5 3.3.5
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